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Synopsis 
A simpler  fo rmula t ion  of the  renormal ized  Schr6dinger  equa t ion  is g iven  for the 

model  discussed previous ly  1). The renormal iza t ion  is ex tended  to the  case of more 
than  one heavy  particle.  The  final  results conta in  no divergences  and are easi ly visual i -  
zed in t e rms  of d iagrams which are calcula ted using only the  renormal ized  coupl ing 
constants .  I t  is conceivable  tha t  this fo rmula t ion  of the theory  also applies to more 
real ist ic  models.  

1. Introduct ion.  A simple field theory, which is an extension of the Lee 
model, was discussed in three papers 1), the last two of which will be quoted 
hereafter as I and II. I t  describes a system of what we called V-particles, 
interacting with a 0-particle field. In I we showed that the stationary V- 
particle states could be determined exactly in the bare particle representa- 
tion. The renormalization of the mass of the V-particles and of the coupling 
constants was performed explicitly and it was proved that the results were in 
agreement with those of the usual S-matrix procedure. In II we discussed 
the asymptotic stationary (a.s.) states of V a n  H o v e  2) for our model. 
These states were written as a product of creation operators for the physical, 
i.e. dressed, particles acting on the vacuum state. We proved that the scalar 
products (s.p.) of a.s. states with one V-particle could be calculated, using 
only the renormalized coupling constants. This enabled us, by  expanding 
the stat ionary states into a.s. states to give a completely renormalized form 
of the SchrSdinger equation (eq. (3.6) of II). This renormalized SchrSdinger 
equation, however, is given in the form of a complicated set of equations, 
which does not allow a clear physical interpretation. The first purpose of 
this paper is to put  (11.3.6) into a very simple form by writing the hamil- 
tonian with creation and absorption operators for dressed particles. The 
latter will be defined in section 2. The second purpose will be the renormal- 
ization of the SchrSdinger equation for states with any number of V-particles 
which will be done in section 3. The result will be given in the form of simple 
rules for the calculation of diagrams, thereby using only renormalized 
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coupling constants. To check whether or not divergences appear in the 
intermediate steps of a calculation, we have determined the stationary 
state of two-V-particles in fixed positions and the corresponding energy, 
both to the first non trivial order in the renormalized coupling constants. 
The results are given in section 4 together with some remarks on the general 
validity of the method. 

2. Absorption operators /or physical particles. Throughout this paper we 
will use the same notation as in I and If. Therefore the creation operator of a 
physical Vq-particle of momentum p is written as Oq*(p). An explicit ex- 
pression for Oq*(p) in terms of bare particle creation operators is given in 
formula (II.2.2). The creation operator a*(k) for a physical 0-particle is the 
same as that  for a bare particle. 

We define the absorption operators for a physical V-particle as follows: 

~[.tq(p) = N-i(q) V~q(p) + '~,7=1 ~ '  (--1) m ]q[q--mll~.=q_l gtO'~Oq--m(P + Zk  l~k)" 

[X(k)a*(h)]** 
-] (2.1) "Ilk ------/k l 

where the second summation runs over all sets {lk}m. of m 0-particles. This 
will always be understood when a summation sign without index occur-:. 
The operator which absorbs a 0-particle from an a.s. state is 

b(k) 

It  can be shown that  (II.2.2), 
compact form *) 

Oq*(p) 

b(a) 
with 

= a(k) --  X(k)T*(k)  (2.2) 

(2.1) and (2.2) can be written in the following 

= N½(q)eB*7,q*(p)e -B* 

= N-~-(q)eB*g~q(p)e-B* 

= eB*a(k)e-B* 

(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.S) 

B = %k X(k)a(k)T(k) .  (2.6) 

Almost the same equations have been derived by G r e e n b e r g  and Schwe-  
ber3). From (2.3) and (2.4)it follows immediately that  Nq(p) and Oq,*(p') 
obey the anticommutation relation 

{~q(p), Oq,*(p')} = 6qq, 6pp,. (2.7) 

Because [tyq(p), a*(k)] = 0 it follows, as stated before, that ~q(p) absorbs 
a Vq-particle of momentum p when acting on an a.s. state containing that  
particle. Similarly one sees that  

[b(k), a*(k')] = 6kk' and [b(k), Oq*(p)] -= O, 

*) I am extremely indebted to Dr. J. L o p u s z a f i s k i  for providing me with these formulae. 
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so that  e.g. 
b(k) (a* (k)) nOq* (p) 10 > = n(a* (k)) n-lOq* (p) 10 > ,  

Le. b(k) absorbs a 0-particle of momentum k from an a.s. state. Formulae 
(2.3) and (2.4) can be used to derive a number of useful equations, one of 
which is 

eB*T*(k)e -n* = T*(k) = Zqv gqOq+l *(P) ~[lq(P]-{ - k), (2.8) 

i.e. a generalization of (II.3.2). 
Applying the operators given in (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), together with b*(k), 

the hermitian conjugate of b(k), we can bring the hamiltonian of the model, 
given by (I.2.4) and (I.2.5) into the following form: 

H = Y,q~ mOq*(p)~[Jq(p) + ~k o~(k)b*(k)b(k) -- E~ ~o(k)U(k), (2.9) 

with 

U(k) =--X2(k)  S, qq'~,p" gq°gq,°~vq*(p + k)~vq'+l*(p')~Vq+l(p)~vq'(p' + k) (2.10) 

Thus the &nq-terrns no longer occur explicitly in the hamiltonian. However, 
(2.9) is not yet in a completely renormalized form because the operator 
U(k) still contains unrenormalized coupling constants and bare particle 
creation and absorption operators. 

In II we only considered states with one V-particle. In this case the 
hamiltonian is 

H = m + Zk w(k)b*(k)b(k) (2.11) 

The SchrSdinger equation for the eigenstate Iv/> of energy m + oJ0 can then 
be written as the following set of equations 

as<~l Y,~ ,o(k)b*(k)b(k)l~> = coo as<~l~>, (2.12) 

where as<~l may be any a.s. state with one V-particle. When I'~v) is expanded 
into a.s. states, it follows that  (2.12) is equivalent to (II.3.6), when keeping 
in mind that  b*(k) acts to the left as an absorption operator for a 0-particle. 
In II we showed that  (2.12) is in a completely renormalized form by proving 
that  the s.p. as(C~lc~')as for states with one V-particle contained only the 
renormalized coupling constants and that  in the calculations no infinities 
showed up. In the next section we will do the same for states with two V- 
particles. 

3. The renormalization /or states with two V-particles. In this section we 
will prove that  for a.s. states [~>as and I~'>as with two V-particles the 
s.p. as(O~]ce')as and the matrix elements (m.e.) as(alU(k)Icd)as can be ex- 
pressed in terms of the renormalized coupling constants only. Once this is 
done we can expand the state vector into a.s. states and write the time in- 
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dependent Schr0dinger equation as a set of equations, involving only these 
renormalised s.p. and m.e. The solution to these equations must then be 
free of divergences and this was, indeed, established for some examples. 

To find the general rules for the calculation of s.p. we will restrict ourselves 
to the investigation of the following example 

<01o~,(pl)oq,(p~)o%3(ps)oq,*(p4)10> = 
4 II~=l N~(q,)<OI,flqz(Pl)V/qa(p2)eBeBavdq3*(pa)V/q *(P4)[O) (3.1) 

The r.h.s, of (3.1) is derived by  using (2.3). Expanding e B and e B* leads to 

4 1-l~=z N~(q,) Z : = 0  Z II~ [X~'(k)JZk 
z~t 

<Ol~qx (pl)V/q,(pz) T ( kl) . . . T ( km) T* ( km) . . . T* ( kx)~q,* (ps)~oe,* (pa) lO>. (3.2) 

The operators T(k)  commute among themselves, i.e. IT(k), T(k')] = 0. We 
further remark that 

T*(k)y,q*(p)~oq,*(p')lO> = gqov?q+l *(p--k)y,q,*(p')lO> + 

+ gq,o ~q*(p)~,q,+z*(p' - k ) lo>  (3.3) 

T(k)yJq*(p)~q,*(p')[O> = g°q-ly~q-l*(p + k)y,q,*(p')[O> + 

+ g°q,-l~Vq*(p)v?q,-l*(p' + k)[O>. (3.4) 

Taking now for each T* and T in (3.2) either the first or the second term 
in the r.h.s, of (3.3) en (3.4), respectively, we can write the m.e. in (3.2) as a 
sum of terms. We represent each term by  a diagram consisting of two 
horizontal full lines for the two V-particles, directed from right to left. These 
lines we call V-lines. For each T and for each T* in (3.2) we put  a dot on one 
of the V-lines. The dots for T*(k) and T(k) ar6 located on the upper (lower) 
line, when in the r.h.s, of (3.3) and (3.4) the first (second) term is chosen. 
The T-dots are all on the left of the T*-dots. For each kt the dots associated 
with T*(kl) and T(k1) are connected by  a dot ted line representing a 0- 

/ 

/ 

/ g 2  
Fig. 1. E x a m p l e  of a d i a g r a m  for  t h e  ca l cu la t ion  of a s.p. 

particle which is emitted in the T*-dot and absorbed in the T-dot. Such a 
line will be called a 0-line. Let us for a moment at tach an index 1 ox 2 to the 
T*(k) and T(k)  to indicate whether the first or the second term in (3.3) 
and (3.4) has been taken. The choice Tl (k l )T2(k2)T l* (ks )T l* (k l )  in the 
term of (3.2) with m = 2 is then represented by  the diagram of figure 1. 

0-lines connecting a V-line to itself, such as k l  in fig. 1, wiU be called 0- 
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lines of the first kind; those which connect the two V-lines, such as ks in 
fig. l, will be called 0-lines of the second kind. It  is possible to sum the. 
contributions of all diagrams which differ only through 0-lines of the first 
kind. This gives a factor N-l(q)  for both V-lines in the diagram. Using the  
formula 

gq = N~(q)N-~(q + l)gq0 (1.3.3) 

it then follows that  these two factors, together with II4,=1 N~.(q,), are just  
enough to renormalize the coupling constants occurring in (3.2). Thus in 
calculating s.p. we can restrict ourselves to diagrams without 0-lines of the  
first kind. The factor to be accounted for each vertex is now simply gaX(k), 
where ga is renormalized. 

The calculation of a m.e. of U(k) between a.s. states amounts to con- 
sidering 

<OJvq z (Pl) ~va, (1o2) e B U(k) eB*~va, * (1o8) ~oq* (p4)[O > (3.5) 

In (3.5) the exponentials are again expanded and as before a diagram is 
associated with each term. Observing that  

U(k)Vq*(p)vq'*(p')lO> = X2(k)[ga °ga,-l°~Vq+l *(p --  k)Vq,-l*(p' + k) + 

+ g%-lgq '° ~vq-z*(p + k)~,q,+z*(p' - -  k)]10>, (3.6) 

we can account for the action of the operator U(k) by adding a double 0-line 
to the diagram, connecting a dot on the upper V-line with one on the lower 
V-line. These two dots lie to the left of the T*-dots and to the right of the  
T-dots. When we choose the first (second) term in the r.h.s, of (3.6) this 
double 0-line is directed from the upper (lower) to the lower (upper) V-line. 
Again we can perform a partial summation, which exactly renormalizes all 
coupling constants ga 0, so that  only diagrams with 0-lines of the second kind 
must be considered. Figure 2 is an example of a diagram which now appears. 
For the calculation of these diagrams we must substitute again for each 
vertex a factor of the form gaX(k). 

%%. ../~ S'~" &" 

s s " S # /  %. 

~" %.% 

Fig. 2. Diagram for m.e. of U(k). 

Using the formula 

a(k)oql*(pz)oq,*(l, ) = g X(k){Oq +z *(m -- + 

+ Oqz*(pl)Oa,+l*(P2 --  k)}+Ocz*(pl)Oq,*(p2)a(k),  (3.7} 

it is easy to show how the diagram method for the calculation of s.p. and 
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m.e. must be extended to a.s. states, which also contain 0-particles. Examples 
of more general diagrams which then appear are drawn in figure 3. The rules 
for the evaluation of a diagram remain the same. 

4. App l i ca t ion  and discussion. The form of the theory as given in the last 
section may  be called 'completely renormalized' if we can prove that  no 
divergences will occur when perturbation theory is applied, using the re- 
normalized coupling constants as expansion parameters. In II it was esta- 
blished for 0-V-scattering. We now have also considered the stationary state 
]v/~Z~(x, x ' ) >  of two V-particles which are located in x and x', and proved, 
using the diagram method, that  in this case too no divergences arise. We 
made the following Ansatz: 

Iv,"'(x, x ' ) >  = [X20=~ X~,p, a~*e-~l~+~"~'lO~*(p)O~-~*(p') + 
+ Y"ip"p"'k dzj(k, x ,  x ' )e  -IIp'''+p'''x') a * ( k ) O j * ( p " ) O * z - t + l ( p ' " ) + . . . ] l O > ,  

(l = 1, 2 , . . . ,  no) (4.1) 

and determined as, and d~l(k, x ,  x ' )  to lowest order in the renormalized 
coupling constants gl and g2 (we took the case of only two different kinds 
of V-particles, i.e. no = 2). We found 

dzt(k,  x ,  x ' )  = W ( [ x  - -  x ' [ )oTl(k)X(k)[g~_l(g j  2 - -  gt_12)~zl e -ik~ + 

+ g/-l(g~_/+l ~ -- gz-12)a~,l-1 e-~kx'], (4.2) 

with 
W(r) = X ,  oo(k)XZ(k) eikr = e-~'r/8~r (# is mass of 0-particle). (4.3) 

The last equality in (4.3) only holds for infinite cut-off. The energy of the 
state ]v/~l~(x, x ' ) >  was written as 2m + U l Z ~ ( ] x -  x'!) and calculated to 
fourth order in the coupling constants. We found 

U ~ ( r )  --: - -  W(r)[A~ - -  BzV(r)] (4.4) 
with 

V(r) = Y~X2(k)  e a'r = Ko(#r)/8:~ 2. (4.5) 

The last equality in (4.5) again holds only in the limit of infinite cut-off. 
For the Besselfunction Ko(#r)  the following asymptotic expressions exist: 

Ko(l~r) ~-- ~(~z/2#r)e -~'r for #r >~ I, 

Ko(lzr) ~-- - -  log #r for #r ~ l, Ko(/,r) > 0 for all r. 

The quantities At and B~ for the different lowest order solutions of a~s are 
given below 

l -- 1 all  = -4- ~12, A1 = -{-(gl 9' + g22); B1 = (gl ~ -- g'z~) 9" 

l = 2  a21=-4-a22;  A 2 =  4-2glg~.; B 2 = - - ( g l  2 - g 2 2 )  ~'. 

Even for arbitrarily small coupling constants, it is possible to find a sepa- 
ration of the particles such that the fourth order term in the energy is more 
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important  than the second order (Yukawa) term. It  seems therefore, that  the 
interaction between the two V-particles can have a repulsive core. However, 
it is easy to see that  the term BzV(r) in (4.4) can only dominate the term At 
for very large cut-off. In fact the cut-off has to be so large that,  according 
to (I.3.3), the unrenormalized coupling constants gqO become imaginary. In 
the case of the Lee-model Ki i l l~n  and P a u l i  4) had to introduce an in- 

e" [ 

/ . 

Fig. 3. More general diagrams. 

definite metric to make sure that  the physical states still had a positive 
norm. The norm of the ghost state which then appears, however, became 
negative and this made the S-matrix non-unitary. To check whether a 
similar feature occurs in our model we also have to introduce an indefinite 
metric. An appropriate definition of ~7 (cf. 4) formula (4.6)) is ~ = (-- l)Q with 

= lY, qp q~pq*(p)v/q(p) if N(q = 1) < 0 
Q [Zq) q~vq*(p)V/q(p) + 1 if N(q -~ 1) > 0. 

With this metric the norm of the states ]$q(p)> = Oq*(p)]O> is again 
positive. I t  could not yet be decided whether such a theory is consistent 
for a cut-off which makes gqO imaginary and the hard core interaction 
between two heavy particles may therefore be meaningless. 

A more important result is that  all integrals, like e.g. 

~ X(k)dzl(k, x, x')e ~k', 

which occur in the calculations, converge for infinite cut-off. This proves 
that  the theory is in completely renormalized form. We further remark that  
dzl(k, x, x') is of third order in the coupling constants and not of first 
order, as would be expected on first sight. The same feature was encountered 
in II when we calculated the 0-V scattering. It must probably be ascribed 
to the fact that  we used expansions in a.s. states. The derivations given in 
this paper can easily be extended to the case of three and more V-particles. 

We conclude that  the most important  result of our considerations is the 
possibility of calculating all physical quantities in terms of the renormalized 
coupling constants only, without ever running into divergences. For this 
result to be valid it is fundamental that  our diagrams do not contain 0-lines 
of the first kind. This leads to the conjecture that  it will be impossible to 
write the h a m i l t o n i a n  in renormalized form and to demand simultane- 
ously that  no divergences appear in the intermediate steps of a perturbation 
calculation. 
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The validity of the method developed here does not seem to depend very  
critically on the exact solubility of the V-particle states and it may  therefore 
be worth while to apply the same idea to other theories, like e.g. the Chew- 
Low model. The problem of bound states can perhaps also be treated in a 
more satisfactory way than is done in the Bethe-Salpeter approximation. 
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